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The Master of Science in Innovation and Business (MsIB)



A 10-month, full time program from AIM that provides the
necessary business skills to turn technology-based ideas into
businesses.

What is MsiB
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• Fresh graduates, young professionals and experienced employees;
• With a STEAM* education and passion for business and innovation;
• And the ambition to build new customer-centered technology products for business

and society as entrepreneurs or innovators in established companies.

* STEAM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Architecture, Agriculture, Mathematics and Medicine

Who is MsIB For



Who is MsIB For

• Startup Entrepreneur

• Employee in charge of disruptive innovation

MSIB graduates can have the following career paths

• Pre-AIM Education
• Industry Experience
• Seniority

• Personality
• Personal life plans

Factors traditionally influencing job selection and opportunities:

Lean Startup Coach, Innovation Analyst, Innovation Strategist, Innovation Consultant,
Innovation Manager, Innovation Manager, Business Model Designer, New Business
Development Manager, Innovation Catalyst, Change Agent, Innovation Engineer,
Improvement Manager.



• The capstone is an integrative report that captures
↘ The personality, ambition and traits of the student as an innovator.
↘ The ability to spot an opportunity and its market.
↘ The product or service and its value proposition.
↘ The business elements (business model, plan and structure) that are necessary to seize

the identified opportunity thanks to the innovative product or service in a systematic and
sustainable way.

• A demo day
↘ Provides students with an opportunity to showcase their product or service (or related prototype)

and pitch orally for their business idea.

↘ Relevant stakeholders, prospective customers, partners and venture capitalists are invited to
discover and evaluate.

Measurable Learning



Recognized by others
• 76% of the pioneer MSIB class of 2017 received awards and

recognition from industry, within and outside the country.
• 9 MSIB alumni pursued their respective projects namely:

E-Magsasaka, Arooga Health, A-Drone and Kezar Innovations Inc.
• 13 job-seeking alumni were employed (inc. Accenture, Citibank,

Insular, Voyager, Wattertek), most within 4 months from graduation.
• Average salary multiplier is 2.5*.

* Based on previous salary

Measurable Learning
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Why it Matters

1. Demand for STEAM employees is structurally lower than supply in the Philippines.
2. Career progression of STEAM employees plateaus if they stay in technical positions.
3. Economic environment is more open, dynamic and structurally forces companies to

disruptively innovate to remain competitive.
4. The Philippines enjoys consistent economic and demographic growth and is poised to

be a major world economy (12th) in few years.
5. It shares many characteristics, risks and opportunities, of the emerging economies and

makes Manila a good place to learn to innovate to tap the opportunities of those
structurally untapped markets.

6. AIM is well connected with the business community, being strategically located in Metro
Manila and has a significant alumni network globally.



• End of January
• 10 months / End of January to Mid-November
• Asian Institute of Management, Makati City, Philippines 
• 19,500 USD (Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid)
• More information: 

↘Facebook Group: AIM-Master of Innovation and Business
↘Facebook Messenger: https://m.me/MSIB.innovates
↘Email address: msib@aim.edu
↘AIM Webpage: https://bit.ly/2KFj5Yo

Practical Information

https://bit.ly/2KoTtz3
https://m.me/MSIB.innovates
mailto:msib@aim.edu
https://bit.ly/2KFj5Yo
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Tagalog / Filipino Arabic Korean

Hindi Thai Japanese

Malay / Indonesian Lao Chinese



• Startup Entrepreneur
The role handles often directly cash flow, product vision, team building, investor management,
brand management and corporate development. More than a passion and skills for innovation,
it demands clarity in execution, dedication and managerial skills.

• Lean Startup Coach
The person is a strong contributor to changing mindsets and practices related to innovation in
most organizations. He or she brings teams from an idea to an executive pitch in few days. The
role involves organizing trainings on several topics such as creativity, business models,
prototyping, but also leading workshops for employees to experience and apply.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)



• Innovation Analyst
An Analyst uses research and analysis (often by data) to find changes/opportunities in the
market. This person suggest business process improvements by using analytics. A major
part in this role exists of watching the activity of competitors. In the end the goal of this
person is to manage the development of product requirements aligning with the business
strategy.

• Innovation Strategist
The Strategist is the one who develops and updates the business plan. Based on reports
and market insights this person knows exactly which path the company has to follow on the
long run. He works closely together with the business designer or has both roles in his job
description.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)



• Innovation Consultant
This is an external adviser specialized on different aspects of innovation. Mostly, they are
only involved for a limited period of time. Innovation consultants that start working fulltime at
one of their clients are likely to become ‘Innovation managers’.

• Innovation Manager
The Innovation Manager aka ‘the person who hires us’ is mostly an experienced profile with
a business or HR background. This person knows the market very well and feels when the
time is right for new innovation projects. The goal of someone in this role is to find new
revenue streams. In most cases this person works with a whole department of innovation
professionals. The reason these types work with consultants is to help them making sure the
people (and the processes) follow the new way of thinking.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)



• Business Model Designer
A Business Designer creates and develops suitable business models to find revenue
streams and pricing strategies for new products or services.

• New Business Development Manager
The goal of this person is to spot new opportunities (market segments, product categories
and related revenue streams) for the company. This role focuses on consumer & market
research by working on observational studies, focus groups, surveys, industry forecast and
SWOT analysis. It usually leads a small team to commercialize new opportunities into new
markets.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)



• Innovation Catalyst
This person has expertise in cultural trends & insights and knows what it’s like to drive a
global strategy and engage local teams. He or she is a trusted partner of the marketing
team, because their goal is to find consumer and innovation growth opportunities in new
markets for the company. The strength of the Catalyst is in uncovering what consumers are
missing in their lives and creating new products or services to solve this. This may involve a
role of engaging internal stakeholders to collect ideas, problems and opportunities from
employees of the company they work at.

• Change Agent
This role is dedicated to spread the culture of innovation within an organization. Its goal is to
design and implement a transformation strategy through people. This person has what it
takes to motivate people to effectuate change. Main task in this role is setting up a structure,
programs and processes that support innovation in a company while making sure the most
important ‘political figures’ of the company see the value of the change.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)



• Innovation Engineer
The Innovation Engineer has a more technical role, mainly focused on the creation of new
technical prototypes. These profiles are ideal for the development of hardware products.

• Improvement Manager
The person uses the reports of the Innovation Analyst to improve business processes. The key
in this role is in developing customer and business solutions across product management,
marketing, corporate strategy and operations. The power of these profiles is in their ability to
think like a customer.

Job Opportunities after MsIB (detailed)


